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Abstract
High resolution shallow seismic reflection profiles, surveyed by MTA Sismik-:1 in the !zmit,
Gemlik and Bandmna bays, in 1984, were re-examined in order to understand geometry and

kinematics of the northem and middle strands of the North Anatolian Fault. We used the
pull-apart model to detect tl1e course of the strands. We concluded that this approach fits
well with the fault pattems and all tlrree strands seems to have identical fault geometry and
kinematics. GPS measurements geomorphology, bathimetry and tickuess of sediment in the
basins, and historical earthquake records in the easten Mannara Sea region show that slip
rate is higher along the northem strand than the middle strand suggesting higher earthquake
risk along the northem strand of the North Anatolian Fault.

Introduction
The North Anatolian Fault is the most prominent active fault in Turkey and it
extends from Eastern Anatolia to Greece through northern Anatolia, the Marmara
Sea region and North Aegean Sea. The fault zone splays into three strands in the
Eastern Marmara region. The northem strand crosses the izmit bay and it fonns
the northem Marmara Sea basins. The middle strand splays from the Mudumu
valley and forms the Geyve-Pamukova pull-apart basin then it extends between
Mekece and Gemlik Bay going through the south of iznik lake (e.g. Barka and
Kadinsky-Cade 1988: Barka 1991. 1992, 1993). Barka and Kadinsky-Cade (1988)
proposed a pull-apart modci for the Marmara Sea region to account for the
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kinematics of the strands of the North Anatolian Fault. Tocreate their model, they
combined fault geometry, pattern Qf seismic activity, geomorphology, fault plane
solutions and offshore seismic profiles. This model has been generally accepted
with small modifications (e.g. Wong eta!., !995; Ergiin and Ozel, 1995; Akgiin
and Ergiin, 1995: Koral and Once!, 1995). Barka (1992) further investigated the
extent of the active strands of the North Anatolian Fault beyond west of the
Marmara Sea toward the North Aegean Sea and he suggested that the tl1ree strand
crosses the Marmara Sea and North Aegean region with identical geometrical
pattern (Fig. 1).
In this paper, by using seismic profiles obtained by MTA Sismik-1 in 1984, we
studied izmit, Gemlik and Bandmna Bays. Even though, these profiles were
already studied (Kurtulu~, 1984; Ozhan eta!., 1985; Kavuk<;u, 1990; Akgiin and
Ergiin, 1995), we reinterpreted the data through the light of the pull-apart model
for the Mannara Sea region.
Interpretation of Seismic reflection profiles in the Izmit Bay area.
MT A Sismik-1 research vessel surveyed the lzmit bay area to obtain high
resolution shallow seismic reflection profiles. Interpretations of these profiles were
published by Ozhan (1986), Kavuk<;u ( 1990) and Akgiin and Ergiin (1995). They
recognized two grabens, <;marc1k and Karamiirsel basins which were separated by
the Hersek Delta. Kavuk<;u ( 1990) pointed out that the Hersek Delta sits on a
shallow basement rock. Figure 2 and 3 show two seismic profiles taken from Ozhan
et a!., ( 1985), indicating fault controlled basins east and north of the Hersek Delta.
In fact. tl1e izmit bay consists of three separate basins, namely, Izmit, Karamiirse1
and <;marc1k basins. The lzmit basin occurs at the eastern end of the bay. The
Karamiirsel basin is approximately 18 km long, lO k1i1 wide and 200 m deep. It
occurs between Yanmca and Hersek Delta. The <;marc1k basin is the largest basin

in the Marmara Sea .
In pervious studies, structural models accounting for the origin of the izmit bay
area were based on either a simple graben structure (i. e. Crampin and Evans 1986)
or a single southern strike-slip fa~t with vertical component (i. e. Saroglu et al
1987, Ketin 1990). However, Bl1rka and Kadinsky-Cade (1988) introduced tl1e
pull-apart model which explains the strnctures in the izmit bay area better than
other proposed models, as it does in other parts of the Marmara Sea region. This
pull-apart model has been confirmed by Ak&>iin and Ergiin ( 1995) Akgiin ( 1987),
and by Koral and Oncel (1995). In this study we used the same basic model in
which right stepping en echelon strike-slip fault segments were described to open
small basins, izmit, Karamiirsel and <;mafC!k basins, as pull-apart structures (Fig.
2). In this model we combined the data by using, a) geometry of the shore lines, b)
batymetry, c) offshore seismic reflection data made by MTA Sismik-1 (Kavuk<;u,
1990), d) borehole data of DSI (State Water Works), e) local and regional
geology, and f) seismicity pattern (Fig. 2).
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Figure 1 Active strands of the No,ih Alla1ohan Fault in the Mama~a Sea region
a:td fau:: plane so!..rt\ons of major ea~hq;;akes (from Ba;i.;.a, 1992) Two soi.Jt:o:~s
in the izmit area are based on cotn;:>::Jsite solutions done by Cramp1n et a! ,
(1985)
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Figure 2. Neotectonic map of the lzmit bay Notice the pull·apart opening of the
b:mtt, KaramDrse! and Ctnarc1k basins. Data comptled from {Ak.an;.na, 1968;
Ozhan eta!., 1395: Sak1n9 and Bargu, 1989, 9arka and GUien, 1986. Kavuk~u.
1990, Barka, 1992)
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Figure 3. Two ex:arnples of seismic reflection profiles obtained by the MTA
Sis~ik-1 west (a) and north (b) of the He:-sek Delta (0zhan et a:, 1985).
locations a:-e s~tf'I!T'l in Figure 2 6oth s1des of the bains is controlled bay normal
faults.

The lzmit basin opens between Sapanca-Giilciik and Karamiirsel segments. The EW trending Sapanca-Gi:ilciik segment of the izmit basin extends along the southern
margin of tl1e basin and it changes direction abruptly to southwestward south of
Gtilciik. The high elevations in the southern block is probably related to this NESW trending Golciik segment. These mountains are also the main source of the
Hersek Delta. The shore line between Hersek Delta and Golciik is very straight
indicating a near offshore strike-slip fault. This segment is named the Karamiirsel
segment and it initiates nearby the City of Izmit and it extends until the
southeastern corner of the Hersek Delta. A l/35.000 and l/10.000 scale areial
photograph study revealed tl1at the Karamiirsel segment may not extend to the west
of the H~rsek Delta. Along the southern margin of the delta, it steps to the north
and continues to the west as discontinuous small segments . Near Top9ular strikeslip (with thrnst component) morphology is well developed for short distance and
this extends to Ta~koprii village. However, the elevations of the late Pleistocene
shallow marine deposits on tl1e Hersek Delta and south of Altmova are comparable
(27/20-30 m) indicating that the major fault segment should occur north of the
delta. A "State Water Work''' s borehole near Altmova cut tl1e bedrock at 46 m,
indicating that the basement under the delta is shallow. Thus this may suggest that
tl1e delta moves with the southern block otl1erwise we could expect a greater depth
for the bedrock under the delta.
The northern margin of the Karamiirsel basin is formed by the Yanmca-<;marc1k
segment. East of Yanmca, this segment consists of small faults trending
approximately E-W. Between Yanmca and Hereke the shore is fairly straight
trending again E-W and aerial photographs illustrate many triangular facets along
the shore line. This segment, t11en trends WSW-ENE and extends towards <;marc1k
delimiting northern apex of the Hersek Delta. The NE-SW trending shore line
between Hereke and Gebze suggests that the shoreline may be formed by
secondary en echelon strike-slip faults
Inter11retation ·of seismic reflection Jlrofiles in the Gemlik Bay area
The geometry and kinematics of the middle strand between Geyve and Gemlik
have been studied fairly well through earthquake research projects (e.g. Tsnkuda et
al., 1989. Honkura and 1$Ikara, 1991; Barka 1993). However, geometry and
kinematics of the section which lies between the Gemlik and Bandmna bays, of the
middle strand has not been known in detail. The Gemlik bay area was studied by
Kurtnlu~ (1985) who interpreted the stmctures from high resolution shallow
(effective until 300 m) seismic reflection profiles which were obtained by MTA
Sismik-1 in 1984. The batymetric map was created by echo-sounder measurements
(Atlas Deso 10) and it had accuracy of 5-10 em. According to the batymetric map,
the maximum depth was about II 0 m and its located NE of Mudanya. The long
axis of the low area trends NW-SE (Fig. 4).
Kurtulu$ (1985) categorized faults in the Gemlik area into three types; a) boundary
faults, b) fault which are inactive but cut the sediments, and c) faults which cut the
sediments and the sea bottom. (Fig. 5 and 6). In this study, the bathymetric
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f,gore 4. Balhimetry of th€ Gemlik bay from Kurtulu~ (1985).
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Figure 5. Fault map of the Gern!ik bay interpre!ed from seismic reflection profiles,

from Kurtulu~ ( 1985).
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Figure 7. Adive fault r:"'ap of the Gemfik bay interpreted during present study
Se1sm1c profiles were the same as Kurtulu~ (1985). from MTA Sesmik-1.
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Fig._;:-e 6. An examr:e of seismic renection profile
MTA S1smik-1 in 1985, from Kurtu1u1 (1985)
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Figure 8. Active segments of the middle strand between Gemlik bay and lznik
lake, from Tsukuda et al, (1989)

Figure. 9. Active fault map of the Gem!lk bay area obtained by the combination of

onshore and offshore faul1s.
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Figure 10 Offshore faui: IT'ap of the Band1rma bay 1r.terpreted from seJSmJc
refledion profdes o=::ta1ned by MTA Sis~ii<-1, from Ka;:ukyu {1990).
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Figure 11. An example of se;s:nic reflection profile in the 8and1rma Bay, from
Kavukr;u {1990). Its locatton is inoicated in Figure 10.
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Figure 12. Geometry and extent of the active fault segments of the middle strand
of the North Anatolian fault between Gemhk and Bandmna bays. Compare this
pattom with the northern and sOuthern one 1n F 1gure 1.

contours are re-ploted
and the MTA's seismic profiles (Kurtulu~, 1984)
reinterpreted (Fig. 7). In Figure 7, we consider only the active faults that deform the
sea bottom. Figure 8 show the geometry and distribution of the segments of the
middle strand of the North Anatolian Fault between iznik and Gemlik. The fault
strand has two segments in the Gemlik area, one E-W direction going through the
town ofGemlik and the other one trends ENE-WSW and extends towards Mudanya.
The NW-SE trending faults have larger vertical offset and they are interpreted has
normal faults. The general pattern of active fault segments both being interpreted
from seismic profiles in Gemlik bay and onshore areas and offsets along tl1ern
suggest that the Gemlik bay area is a pull-part structure. Figure 9 shows a simplified
tectonic map of the Gemlik bay area.
Seismic reflection profiles in Band1rma Bay

Figure I 0 shows distribution of active faults which were observed on high resolution
seismic reflection profiles (Kavuk9u 1990). Kavukyu (1990) recognized a complex
pattern of the faults where two sets of faults, trending NE-SW and E- W were
dominant. He suggested· that the basin was collapsing inwards and still active (Fig.
II). The geometry of Band Irma bay (cost line) and the observed pattern of the
active fault in the region we suggest that the Band1rma basin can be interpreted also
as pull-apart basin (Fig. I 0).
An E- W trending normal fault provide connections between Gemlik and Band Irma
bays forming a large pull-apart similar to the Manyas-Mustakemalpasa segment of
the southern strand and southern margin of the <;;marctk basin of the northern strand.
However, the morphologic expressions of this normal fault are obscured by the thick
deltaic deposits of the Nililfer River (Fig. 12).
Discussion and Conclusions

High resolution shallow seismic reflection profiles surveyed by MTA Sismik-1 in
1983, in the lzmit, Gemlik and Bandirma bays provided valuable data to identify the
geometry and kinematics of the northern and middle strands of the North Anatolian
Fault. Active fault pattern obtained from multiple approach including seismic
reflection profiles, bathimetry, onshore morphology and distribution of late
Quaternary deposits, reveals that pull-apart model is consistent with the overall data.
The available data also clearly illustrates that along the northern strand, not only the
size of the basins are larger, but also morphological expressions of the active fault
segments are better developed than the middle strand indicating that the slip rate
along the northern strand is higher than middle strand. This is confirmed by both
recent GPS measurements and historical earthquake records. Figure 13 shows
direction and size of velocity lines in the Eastern Marmara region (Straub, 1996).
Distribution ofGPS vectors relative to northern and middle strands shows that only a
few mm/yr slip rate can be detected along the middle strand while more than I 0
mm/yr slip rate can be attributed to the northern ~trand.
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F:gure 13 Ots~: 1 i;)Jt:on of GPS velocrty vec:.ors .r. the Eastern Mar:nara Sea
reg1on from Straub (1996) Not1ce that a very h1gh percentage of the mot,on 15
tai<.en up by the nor:.he:-n st~and.

Figure 14. Oistnt.vt:on of historical ea:ihquakes in the eastem Marmara Sea
reg;on, from A:"nb=-'3seys and Fir.~.el ( 1991) Notice tha~ most of the earthquakes
OCCt,.;rred a:lor.g the northerr: strand wtlich is consistent with the GPS result
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Distribution of historical earthquakes (Ambraseys and Finkel 1991), (Fig. 14) and
trench studies along the middle strand (e.g. Barka 1993, 1996; Yoshioka and Ku~~u
1994) are in good agreement with the result obtained from GPS measurements.
Ozet
MTA Sismik-1 gemisi tarafmdan 1984 yllmda yapllan ctiidlerden elde edilen yUksek ayrunh

s1g sismik yansuna kay1tlannm ycniden incelenmesi ile Kuzcy Anadolu Fay1'nm kuzey ve
orta kollarmm geometrisi vc kincmatiginc

ili~kin

yeni bulgular elde

edilmi~lir.

Bu amar;.la

pull-apart modcli uygulamm~. bu modelin fay patcrninc r;.ok uygun oldugu: her Oy kolunda C$
fay geometrisi ve kinematigine sahip oldugu sonucuna vanhm~tlr. GPS Olr;timleri.
jeOmorfoloji. batimetrL havz.alardaki <;:Okel kalmhklan ve dogu Marmara Denizi b61gesinin
tarihsel deprem kay!tylan. faym kuzey kolundaki atmlln orta kolda gOzlenenden daha fazla
oldugunu, ba~ka bir degi~Jc kuzey
gOstermekted ir.

kolda dcprem riskinin daha yi.iksek oldugunu
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